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In this issue of Structure, McCoy et al. (2016) describe the 2.55-Å X-ray structure of the outward-facing
occluded conformation of the Bacillus cereusmaltose transporter MalT. This structure represents the penul-
timate piece needed to complete the picture of the transport cycle of the glucose superfamily of membrane-
spanning EIIC components.
The glucose-fructose-lactose (GFL) su-

perfamily is the largest and physiologi-

cally most important superfamily of the

prokaryotic phosphoenolpyruvate(PEP):

sugar phosphotransferase system (PTS).

The mechanism of PTS-mediated sugar

uptake is unusual in that this system tightly

couples sugar transport to sugar phos-

phorylation in a ‘‘group translocation’’ pro-

cess (Saier et al., 2005; Västermark and

Saier, 2014; Saier, 2015). In earlier reports,

structures of two PTS transporters, the

ChbC diacetylchitobiose (GlcNAc-b-1,4-

GlcNAc, in which GlcNAc stands for

‘‘N-acetyl glucosamine’’) group transloca-

tor of the GFL superfamily and the

UlaA L-ascorbate group translocator of

the ascorbate-galactitol (AG) superfamily

had been solved (McCoy et al., 2015;

Cao et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2015). The

ChbCstructure revealed the inward-facing

occluded conformation (McCoy et al.,

2015; Cao et al., 2011), whereas the UlaA

structures captured the occluded and

outward-facing conformations (Luo et al.,

2015).UlaA,however,couldnotbeconsid-

ered directly relevant to a member of the

GFL superfamily, because these two su-

perfamilies are believed to have evolved

independently of each other (Saier et al.,

2005) and have very different structures.

The structure solved by McCoy et al.

(2016), described in this issueofStructure,

represents the outward-facing occluded

conformation of the maltose (glucosyl

a-1,4-glucose) transporter MalT, which

belongs to the GFL superfamily. This

structure is the key to understanding the

complete transport cycle from outward

occluded to inward occluded and con-

firms the model that was proposed based

on the earlier ChbC structure. Overall,

MalT structural work reported here and
the complementary molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations support the elevator car

mechanism of membrane transport. In

this mechanism, the transport domain of

a transporter protein has two gates: one

used for initial substrate binding on one

side of the membrane and the other for

substrate release on the other side of

the membrane. Here, the substrate is

completely occluded while within the

membrane, and transport happens via a

major movement of the entire transporter

domain across the lipid bilayer. This

elevator mechanism has been somewhat

controversial; the MalT structure in the

outward occluded conformation reported

here will serve to remove some of the

contention in the field given that it cap-

tures MalT in a state which is in full agree-

ment with the model.

Now that we have three out of four

structures relevant to the elevator car

mechanism, we want to take a moment

to examine several aspects of these struc-

tures and their functional implications in

more detail. The first in-depth topic we

want to consider is the proposed confor-

mational strain of the periplasmic b-struc-

ture in ChbC. The ChbC transporter has

two antiparallel periplasmic b strands.

We believe that the structurally deter-

mined form of ChbC is captured in an in-

ward-facing occluded state, although it

has been proposed that the b strands in

ChbC are not in their native conformation

(McCoy et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2011).

We find that the periplasmic b-structure

of ChbC displays hydrogen bonding

angles and distances within the normal

range. In MalT, rigid body rotation translo-

cates the sugar substrate by 20 Å, result-

ing in the extended transmembrane

segment (TMS) 3-4 interconnector, which
forms an additional antiparalell b-struc-

ture. In the UlaA structure, conformational

energy is not affected by the hydrogen

bonds of the mini b-clusters between the

open and the outward state, as can be

shown by juxtapositioning the periplasmic

clusters of the two structures. Regardless

of whether this is a transporter- or state-

specific difference, we argue that the

periplasmic b-structure of ChbC’s dimer-

ization domain displays angles typically

found in secondary structures and seems

not to be under conformational strain.

The second issue that we would like to

comment on is whether the substrate

binding site in these transporters is sol-

vent exposed and what the role of this

might be, given that the elevator car

mechanism of membrane transport as-

sumes that the substrate is fully occluded

from the solvent. Diacetylchitobiose

viewed from the cytoplasmic face of one

monomer of ChbC in the inward-facing

occluded state shows that a part of the

reducing GlcNAc moiety is exposed and

can be seen through a small opening

in the surface lining encircled by Met33,

Pro177, and Thr253 (McCoy et al.,

2015; Cao et al., 2011). Outward-facing

occludedMalT’s periplasmic cavity open-

ing appears too narrow for substrate

access, but inwardly occluded ChbC’s

trans-protomer loop only partially shields

the substrate from cytoplasmic solvent

(McCoy et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2011).

The existence of this solvent-accessible

opening can be used to explain how the

phosphate group is transferred from the

ChbB component to the ChbC substrate.

ChbC phosphorylates diacetylchitobiose

on the C60-hydroxyl group of the non-

reducing moiety, which must be close

to Glu334 and His250. However, we now
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Figure 1. Mapping between Secondary Structural Elements of UlaA and ChbC or MalT
(A) The V motifs of UlaA (turquoise) can be mapped onto ChbC or MalT, both having AH1 and 2 at their
N-termini and before the V motif domain. However, whereas UlaA shows a repeat sequence (two homolo-
gous domains; Saier et al., 2005), obvious from the 3D structure, ChbCdoes not, and the twoproteins do not
exhibit the same 3D structural fold. Each core motif of UlaA has three hairpins/broken helices (marked with
green circles/roman numerals I, II, and III) at the start, middle, and end of each core unit. It is currently
accepted that the C-terminal end is located in the cytoplasm, based on the ‘‘positive inside rule’’ (vonHeijne,
1989), and incases inwhichcytosolicUlaBhomologsarephysically linked to theC-termini ofUlaAhomologs.
(B)Corresponding elements in different positionscanbe found inChbCorMalT. The fact that theVandcore
motif nomenclature can be applied to ChbC orMalT suggests secondary structural similarity, although this
is not apparent on the primary or tertiary sequence/structure levels. AH, amphipathic helix; HP, hairpin.
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see that MalT facilitates maltose diffusion

in the absence of the IIB protein (McCoy

et al., 2016), and the small cavity opening

in MalT might play different roles.

By comparing outward-facing open

and occluded UlaA using D-distance

maps (Nishikawa and Ooi, 1974), it is

clear that TMS7 moved compared to

the rest of the structure. TMS7 is part

of the V motif, the feature that is shared

between the structures. Regarding

conformational stress, the fact that two

TMSs are pulled up from the interior

side of the membrane, making them

reentrant-like, the increased amount of

periplasmic b-structure, and the Rama-

chandran statistics for the new struc-

ture indicate that the outward-facing

occluded structure is in a high energy

state. This could drive the inward trans-

port process, especially in the absence

of the other PTS proteins. The rigid

body model was first proposed based

on a re-entrant hairpin similar to the one

found in a secondary carrier, GltPh (Yer-

nool et al., 2004), but re-entrant hairpins

are common features of transporters,

and in retrospect, even though the
846 Structure 24, June 7, 2016
rotating mechanism proposed in the

ChbC paper (Cao et al., 2011) now ap-

pears confirmed, GltPh was too distant

a candidate from which to import mech-

anistic predictions. Furthermore, how is

the substrate released if it is held back

from the periplasm by a loop from the

dimerization protomer that might not be

rotatable in a way analogous to TMS7?

It was proposed by Cao et al. (2011)

that the substrate was not solvent acces-

sible from the cytoplasm, but careful ex-

amination of the structure shows that it

could be, perhaps suggesting that sub-

strate phosphorylation can occur in the

inward occluded state. Because these

proteins transport only weakly in the

absence of the other PTS proteins and

have larger substrate cavities, it seems

likely that ChbC can bind some form of

trisaccharide, but the phosphorylation

process might be less efficient. The top

ChbC docking mode of the trisaccharide

displays an affinity of �9.6 kcal/mol,

preserving the orientation of the phos-

phorylation site. How this observation

translates to MalT remains unclear, but

it might be easier for maltotriose to bind
to the outward form of the transporter

than it is for it to get phosphorylated

and released on the inside.

In closing, the membrane-spanning

EIIC components of the PTS contain

secondary structural elements that can

be mapped between UlaA and ChbC

(Figure 1). This suggests that the spatial

configurations displayed by the known

conformational states of these proteins

can be achieved by rearranging the cores

and V motifs (the ‘‘skull and crossbones’’)

in both proteins. D-distance maps (Nishi-

kawa and Ooi, 1974) to compare outward

occluded (P21B) and outward open (C2A)

states mainly confirmed the original

model (Luo et al., 2015), but also revealed

some important differences (data not

shown; available upon request). Conse-

quently, the TMS7 rotational mechanism

of periplasmic mouth cavity shrinking

proposed from MalT simulations might

be validated using crystallographic data

from UlaA. One of the next challenges in

this field will be to extend the approach

of complementing X-ray crystallography

with MD to assess the inward occluded

to inward open mechanism. We enjoyed

McCoy et al. (2016) and hope you do too!
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